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INFORMATION

OTHER CLOTHINGSUBLIMATION
Sublimation is the process of dying a design into the 
 material to create something truly unique. Long
lasting and durable, this method allows for complete
customisation. Where you see this icon, the product is
fully customisable.

MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES ORDER PROCESSING

S

What we have put together in this catalogue is the
most popular products that we sell in the football
market. We can also provide items like team hats,
hoodies and tech t shirts. Packages can also be
offered to teams at discounted rates if multiple items
are being purchased at once.

All of our products have a minimum order quantity
(MOQ). The MOQ varies from product to product,
however these are both practical and realistic for our
customers. Please see the individual product page for
more information.

We work with you to create a design that you and your
team are happy with. Then you collect orders and
sizes, once these are submitted we provide you with
an invoice for your order. Once payment is received we
then start processing your order and it is delivered
straight to you.



ON FIELD



FOOTBALL
Football Shirt

S

DESIGNPRODUCT
A modern fitting, sleek football shirt, designed with the  
player in mind. Our football shirt is lightweight, durable
and dries quickly making it ideal for all weather
conditions.

With sublimation total customisation is available, add
numbers, logos, sponsors and player names without
incurring additional costs. We can help you design
your perfect shirt, our in house design team have the
experience and skills to bring your vision to life. 

145gsm Pinhole mesh polyester
Lead time of 5 weeks
Minimum order quantity of 10 units

INFORMATION SIZES
Men's Small - XXX Large
Women's X Small - XX Large

This product is available in sizes;
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FOOTBALL
Goalkeeper Shirt

S

DESIGNPRODUCT
A long sleeve goalkeeping shirt to compliment the
short sleeve football shirt. Can also be used as an
outfield player shirt if the preference was for long
sleeve shirts. Our long sleeve football shirt is
lightweight, durable and dries quickly making it ideal
for all weather conditions.

With sublimation total customisation is available, add
numbers, logos, sponsors and player names without
incurring additional costs. We can help you design
your perfect shirt, our in house design team have the
experience and skills to bring your vision to life. 

145gsm Pinhole mesh polyester
Lead time of 5 weeks
Minimum order quantity of 1 unit when bought in
conjunction with short sleeve football shirt

INFORMATION SIZES
Men's Small - XXX Large
Women's X Small - XX Large

This product is available in sizes;
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FOOTBALL
Football Shorts

DESIGNPRODUCT
Modern fitting shorts to match the football shirts. Our
shorts are lightweight, durable and dries quickly
making it ideal for all weather conditions. 

With sublimation total customisation is available, add
numbers, logos and sponsors without incurring
additional costs. We can help you design your perfect
shorts to complement your playing jersey, our in house
design team have the experience and skills to bring
your vision to life. 

145gsm Pinhole mesh polyesterAvailable with our
without pockets
Lead time of 5 weeks
Minimum order quantity of 10 units

INFORMATION SIZES
Men's Small - XXX Large
Women's X Small - XX Large

This product is available in sizes;
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FOOTBALL
Stock Football Socks

DESIGNPRODUCT
The classic high football sock, complete your teams
look with a pair of socks to make sure you look the
part on the pitch.

Stock socks are available in a wide range of set
colours. No customisation available on the stock range
of socks.

Lead time of 2 weeks
Minimum order quantity of 10 units

INFORMATION SIZES
Adult's 1-14

This product is available in shoe sizes;
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FOOTBALL
Stock Football Shorts

DESIGNPRODUCT
A more affordable option of football shorts compared
to the custom ones. Pair these with our custom
football shirt to create a great looking kit.

Stock shorts are available in a wide range of colours
and can be customised with printed numbers and
logos/crests.

Lead time of 2 weeks
Minimum order quantity of 10 units

INFORMATION SIZES
Men's Small - XXX Large

This product is available in sizes;
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MidlayerSkinny Pant
FOOTBALL

DESIGNPRODUCT
The midlayer is great for keeping warm before games
or on campus. A versatile garment that has a wide
variety of uses.

The midlayer is available in black or navy and can be
customised with printed logos/crests and
initials/numbers if required.

220gsm full dull flat knit polyester with anti pill
fleece reverse
Lead time of 2 weeks
Minimum order quantity of 5 units

INFORMATION SIZES
Adult: Small - XXX Large

This product is available in sizes;

FOOTBALL

DESIGNPRODUCT
The skinny pant is ideal for training and warm ups, or
to wear to University to promote your team. A tapered
ankle means the fit is modern and contemporary.

The skinny pant is available in black or navy and can
be customised with printed logos/crests and
initials/numbers if required.

220gsm ultra soft full dull double knit polyester
fabric
Two front zip pockets
Lead time of 2 weeks
Minimum order quantity of 5 units

INFORMATION SIZES
Adult: Small - XXX Large

This product is available in sizes;
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Client Spotlight

MACE
TURKGUCO

We worked with Mace Turkgucu on a
design for their football playing kits.

They provided a colour scheme and logo
which we brought to life with this

modern design that will look great on
the pitch!
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